WEDDING DAY GUIDE

GETTING
READY—
ideal time allotment : 1-2 hours

LOCATION: Hotels aren’t the best for lighting (few windows)
and decor. Check out a local Airbnb or a Bed & Breakfast for
aesthetically pleasing options! It is ideal to have the bride and groom
getting ready within close proximity if you hope to have photos of both
groups getting ready.
If you have hired two photographers, often people assume that one
photographer will be with the bride, and one with the groom. It is
typically more beneficial for us both to be in the same space at the
same time in order to get an array of different angles, as well as
assist each other with shots. We typically only need 15-30 minutes
with the groom, and about 1-1.5 hours with the bride.

DETAILS: This is when I will take any detail shots of the dress,
cuff links, accessories, invitation suites, flowers, etc. It is so helpful if
you have everything together, and set aside for me before I arrive.

NO CLUTTER:

Try to keep clutter, bags and belongings to a
minimum or tucked away in a different room or closet away from
where photos are being taken.

WINDOW LIGHT IS THE BEST: I prefer shooting in
natural lighting, and without overhead artificial light. This is also ideal
for most makeup artists and hairstylists too!

MAKEUP: Since I am shooting in natural lighting your makeup will
appear in photos exactly as seen in person.

FIRST LOOK—
ideal time allotment : 30-45 minutes

KEEP IT NATURAL:

Keep it sweet and simple –
just focus on each other. Having a locations outside with
soft natural light is ideal, or a well-lit, clean indoor location.

CALM THE NERVES: Weddings can get
overwhelming; this is such a great time to calm your
nerves and take a breather.

BETTER TIMELINE:

With a first look we can go
ahead and get all of your group and couple portraits (while
your hair and makeup is fresh!) out of the way before the
ceremony, leaving more time for you to celebrate with your
guests!
* If you aren’t planning for a first look, I’d recommend
planning your ceremony early enough in the day to ensure
time before sunset for beautifully lit photos of you and your
bridal party.

G R O U P
PHOTOS —
Ideal time allotment :
bridal party - 45-60 minutes
family photos - 30-45 minutes

PRE-CEREMONY IS BEST:

This is when first looks come in
handy! Gathering groups of people after the ceremony can be difficult, let’s get
this out of the way so that everyone can enjoy cocktail hour together! If not,
these will all need to take place immediately after the ceremony.

KEEP IT SIMPLE:

Choose a nearby location, with soft light/shade.
Allow about 45-60 minutes for bridal party photos, and about 30-45 minutes
for family group photos. I recommend keeping the family photos to just
immediate family, about 6-8 group shots is good. Bigger group photos can be
taken later at the reception.

ENLIST HELP:

This is you MOH’s last big job. Wrangling people can be
hard since I’m not familiar with your family, this will speed up the process a
ton.

TIP: Keep in mind what is most important to YOU when planning your
timeline. With a shorter family portrait list I will have more time to
capture other important details and candid moments.

CEREMONY

ideal time allotment : 30-60 minutes

TIME OF DAY: For outdoor ceremonies,
harsh lighting causes uneven shadowing in photos,
and sometimes squinty eyes. If you are choosing an
outdoor ceremony sunset is great, with the sun placed
behind you. This allows for nice and even lighting. I
recommend visiting the site at different points of the
day to find what looks best!
For indoor ceremonies, I recommend using the
brightest part of the day for the venue. This allows for
naturally lit photos, and less use of flash.

MIC STANDS:

Microphones are necessary
for most outdoor ceremonies. Instead of a big,
distracting mic stand, try having your officiant use a
handheld mic, or place the stand away from the
crowd, between you and the officiant.

DETAILS:

if there are ceremony decor details that
you’d like photographed please all of 15-20 min prior
to guests arriving for photos.

CHURCH CEREMONIES: before you book
your church, be sure that photography is allowed, and
see what restrictions they have. I will happily work
with restrictions, but I want to be sure that we are all
aware of the rules before the wedding day.

COUPLE
PORTRAITS
I really recommend having these 3 time
slots planned for photos of the two of you.
Ideal time allotment : 1 hour total

PRE-CEREMONY: This can be done right after your first
look, about 10 minutes is perfect.

POST-CEREMONY: The energy after your “I do’s” is
unmatched, let’s allow for another quick 15 minute shoot.

SUNSET+TWILIGHT: This will give you a little more
time alone, and it is honestly the best lighting of the day. 20
minutes would be ideal.

ONLY HAVE ENOUGH TIME FOR ONE?:
sometimes the timeline doesn’t allow for all three options. If this is the
case I ALWAYS recommend SUNSET! Shooting at this time of day
allows me to capture large scenes (fields, gardens, venues, etc. If the
location/venue is important to you PLEASE be sure to allow time for
photos at this time of day) with even lighting, and the light is versatile,
allowing me to take photos of you pretty much anywhere!
*If your wedding is downtown, or in an area with tall buildings, it isn’t as
important to stick with a specific time of day, as the building will help
block harsh sunlight.

RECEPTION
PARTY LIGHTS: A crazy colorful disco party
has its time and place, and it is preferably not
during your first dances. Ask your DJ to turn off the
party lights for those special moments.

DETAILS: If details like table settings,
centerpieces, and decor are important to you
please allow me 20-30 minutes before the guests
arrive to capture those for you.

MY DINNER: If possible, I prefer to be
considered a “guest” for dinner instead of a
“vendor” so that I can eat at the same time as
guests. This ensures that I will be available to
photograph any toasts/ dances happening as
dinner ends. (a veg. friendly meal too please ;)

EXIT:

If you’re planning for a grand exit, like
sparklers, please all of for at least 15 minutes to
wrangle and prepare the crowd for the exit.

If you have any other questions PLEASE do not hesitate to ask! I’m here to help you as much as I can.

